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Ahstract

In this paper we derive expressions for the well-known fill rate service measure

(P2-service measure) and the fraction of the time the physical stock is positive (P3-

service measure) for the (s, Q) inventory model with order splitting. When order

splitting is applied, replenishment orders aze split equally among n suppliers. De-

mand is modelled as a compound renewal process. Lead times of the suppliers are

independent and identically mixed Erlang distributed random variables. An approx-

imation algorithm is derived to compute the optimal value of the reorder point s

subject to a service level constraint. The algorithm is verified by simulation.

1 Introduction

Since the introduction of order splitting by Sculli and Wu (1981) many papers considering

this vendor management strategy have appeared. The order splitting strategy or multiple

sourcing strategy is the partitioning of a replenishment order among two or more suppliers.

Order splitting is advocated for the purpose of reducing lead time uncertainties, whereby

safety stocks are reduced ( see, for example, Sculli and Wu ( 1981), Pan and Liao ( 1989),

Kelle and Silver (1990a, 1990b), and Guo and Ganeshan ( 1995)). Other papers show that

due to delayed partial deliveries order splitting can decrease the inventory holding cost
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(see, for example, Zhao and Lau (1992), Lau and Zhao (1993), Lau and Lau (1994), and

Chiang and Chiang (1996)).

When order splitting is applied, replenishment orders consist of n partial deliveries, each

defining its own sub-replenishment cycle. When the lead times of the partial deliveries are

independent and (non)-identically distributed random variables, the time until the first

partial delivery arrives is equal to the first order statistic of n independent and (non-

)identically distributed random variables.

In this paper we will consider the (s, Q) inventory model with order splitting. In a

practical situation it is often difficult to determine the value of the shortage costs. Then

to find values for the optimal control variables often the expected ordering plus holding

costs are minimized subject to a service level constraint (see, e.g, Hadley and Whitin

(1963, p. 217), Tijms and Groenvelt (1984), Chiang and Chiang (1996)). Consequently,

the service level contraint can be used to determine the reorder point s for given values of

Q and n. In this paper we vary for the service level constraint between the fraction of the

demand delivered directly from stock (YZ) and the fraction of the time the physical stock

is positive (P3).

The P2 service measure is well-studied and widely applied in practice. However, in

the order splitting literature the service measure is large(y unexplored. The PZ service

measure is only discussed in Chiang and Benton (1994) and Chiang and Chiang (1996). The

expressions derived by Chiang and Chiang (1996) are based on a model with deterministic

lead times and normally distributed demand. Chiang and Benton (1994) consider at most

two suppliers with shifted exponential lead times, and normally distributed demand.

The P3 service measure or ready rate finds common application in the case of equipment

used for emergency purposes (Siber and Peterson (1985, p.265)). In this paper we will

derive an expression for this measure in an order splitting environment. Moreover, this

service measure naturally arises from a necessary condition when minimizing the sum of the

expected ordering, holding and shortage costs, where the shortage costs are proportional

to the expected average backlog level (see, Janssen and de Kok (1997)).

The above discussed performance measures are derived under very general assumptions

for the demand and lead time process. Demand is modelled as a compound renewal process,

and lead times of the suppliers are independent. and identically mixed Erlang distributed

random variables. The compound renewal process is a powerful tool to model real life

demand processes, whereas with mixtures of Erlang distribution we can model a wide

variety of lead time distributions.

Regarding the literature, most papers on order splitting consider constant demand

models or consider at most two suppliers. In that sense these models are special cases of
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the model presented in this paper. Secondly, we focus on performance measures that are

often used in practice, such as the filI rate and the fraction of the time the physical stock

is pusitive. Since st.ockouts may occur more than once in the same replenishment cycle,

we do not, tkrink that the often used non-stock out probability (the so-called Pi service

mcasure) is suitable in a multiple sourcing environment.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the model assumptions are discussed

and expressions for the performance measures are derived. Section 3 deals with some

computational ~~,Spects of the derived performance measures and we present an algorithm

to actually calcrilate these measures. In section 4 the algorithm is verified b,y discrete event

simulation, and we will compare our results with results from Chiang and Benton (1994).

Fiually we summarize our findings in section 5.

2 The model description

In this single echelon irrventory model with order splitting we assume that the demand

process is a corupound renewal proeess. Le., the interarrival times of eustomers can be de-

scribed by the sequence {,~1;}~~ of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random

variables with a common distribution function FA, where A; represents the time between

the arrival of thc i-th and ( i - 1)-th cust.omer after time epoch 0. The demand sizes of the

cust.omers are dcscribed by the sequence {D;};oi of i.i.d. random variables with a common

distribution function F~, where D; represents the demand size of the i-th customer after

time cpoch 0. The sequence {D;};or is independent of {A,}~~.

Short.ages are backordered, and replenishment decisions are based on the inventory

position, being definecí as the total stock on hand plus on order minus the total stock

backordered. The rcplenishment strategy that is considered is the continuous review (s, Q)

policy. Le., rrs soon as the inventory position drops below the reorder point s an amount of

Q is ordered, such that the inventory position after ordering is between s and sf Q. Hence,

we implicitly assume that always an amount of exactly Q is ordered. A replenishment.

order is cyually divided among n different suppliers. The suppliers have independent and

identically distributed lead times with a common distribution function G. If we rearrange

t.he realisations of the lead times of the n partial deliveries in an increasing order, we get

t.he order statistics. These order statistics are denoted by

L~,,, C Lz:,, C... C L,,:,,, with distribution functions Gk:,, for k - I, .. , n.

It-is assumed that deliveries of two successivc repleníshment orders ( each consisting

of re partial deliveries) do not cross in time. Thus, the last partial delivery of a replen-
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Figure 1: Evolution of the net stock and inventory position during a replenishment cycle

forn-4.

ishment order arrives before any partial delivery of a subsequent replenishment order. A

replenishment cycle is defined as the time period between two successive last arrivals of

partial deliveries of two successive replenishment orders. The k-th sub-replenishment cycle

of an arbitrary replenishment cycle is defined as the time period between the arrival of

the (k - 1)-th partial delivery and the k-th partial delivery (k E {2, ..., n}). The first

sub-cycle is defined as the time period between the arrival of last partial delivery of the

replenishment cycle which preceded the arbitrary replenishment cycle and the arrival of

the first partial delivery of the tagged replenishment cycle.

We are interested in the following long-run performance measures:

P2(s, Q, n) the fill rate (the fraction of demand directly

delivered from stock);
P3(s, Q, n) the fraction of the time the physical stock is positive.

The renewal reward theorem (see, for example, Tijms (1994)) enables us to derive

expressions for the long-run performance measures by deriving the related performance

measures derived for an arbitrary replenishment cycle.

Let zero be an arbitrary moment in time, and denote the j-th ordering epoch after zero
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by a~. Let D(tl, tz) be the total demand during ( tt, tz], U~ the undershoot under s at a~.
Lk'.n denotes the lead time of the k-th partial delivery in the j-th replenishment cycle after
zero. Consider the second replenishment cycle after zero, that is interval (al f L41q, az}L42q)

in Figure 1. Define the net stock as the stock on hand minus the total stock backordered.

Then we denote for k E{ 1, 2, ..., n}, Ik as the net stock at the beginning of the k-th sub-

cycle in the second replenishment cycle after zero (just after the partial delivery arrived),

and Ik as the net stock at the end of the k-th sub-cycle in the second replenishment cycle

(just before the partial delivery arrives). Then it can be seen that (see Figure 1):

I, - s- UI f Q- D(ai, ai f Ln'..n);
Ii - s- Uz - D(ozi az -I- Li,l,);
Ik - s-U2~-kn~Q-D(az,az-FLkz~i:n), kE{2,3,...,n};

Ik - S- U2 ~- kn1 Q- D(az, az f Lk2n), k E {2, 3, ..., n}.

Since the demand process is a compound renewal process and the lead times are i.i.d., it

can bc seen that U, d UL d U, and D(a„a, I Lnln) d D(aL, az F Ln?n), where d denates

equality in distribution. Hence,

I6 d s-Uz~-Q-D(az,az-~L;,2n).

For ease of notation we will suppress the indices 2 in az, Uz and Lk2n.

First we will derive an expression for Pz(s, Q, n). The expected shortage during the
k-th sub-cycle (denoted by Qk(s,Q,n)) is given by the expected shortage at the end of the
sub-cycle minus the shortage at the beginning (the last term for avoiding double counting),
hence

Qk(s,Q, n) - 1E(-Ik)} - IE(-Ik)t (1)

where x} - max{o, x}.

Since the demand and lead time process are stationary it can be shown that the total

demand during a complete replenishment cycle is equal to Q. Hence,
n R

P2(S, Q~ n) - 1- 1~ Nk(Si Q, n)~ (2)
Q k-1

By using renewal theory we can derive an expression for P3(s,Q,n) (see Appendix 1),
namely

P3(S~ Qi n) - 2(cA - i)~D ~~(rk ~ o) -~(rk ~ o)
k-1 Q

~ ÍE(rk ~- U)} - ~(rk f Íi)}~- Q .
k-1

(3)

5



Note that Ik f U - s t kn~Q - D(a,Q f Lk:,,). For situations, in which the undershoot

is negligible and the demand process is a compound Poisson process it can be seen that

P2(s, Q, n) and P3(s, Q, n) are equal.

We did not use the fact that the lead times of the partial deliveries are identically

distributed. Hence, ( 1) and ( 2) are also valid for non-identically distributed lead times.

However, it is well-known that the moments and the distribution function of the order

statistics for non-identically distribution random variables are quite complex, see Balakr-

ishnan ( 1988). For computational convenience we therefore restricted ourselves to identi-

cally rnixed Erlang distributed lead times for the different suppliers.

3 Computational aspects

A versatile cla.ss ofdistribution functions is the class of mixtures of two Erlang distributions

(denuted by ME distributions), i.e.

2 k~-1

Í(~) -~Pi~i,
k 1 'e-v,s y 1 0, (4)

i-i ( ~ - )'

where p~ ? fi, 1rz ? fi, Pi ~ Pz - 1, ki, k2 E W.

In Tijms (1994, p.358) formulas are given to fit a ME distribution on a positive ran-

dom variable based on the first two moments of that variable. When X and Y are ME

distributed and z E IR, then closed form expressions for ]E(X - z)}, IE((X - z)t)2,

IE(X - Y)t and IE((X - Y)})z exist.

In the model presented in section 2, we assumed that FA, FD and G are known. Ex-

pressions (1) and (2) contain the distributions of D(a, o f Lk;,,) (k - 1, ..., n) and the

distribution of the undershoot U. In genera] these distribution functions are hard to ob-

tain from FA, FD and G. To avoid this problem, we assume that D(o, o-~ Lk;,,) f U and

D(a, a f Lk:,,) (k - 1, ..., n) are ME distributed. So, we only need the fitst two moments

of D(a, a f Lk;,,) -~ U and D(o, a f Lk:,,) (k - 1, . .., n) to calculate the expressions (1) and

(2) for given values of s, Q, and n. Since U is independent of D(o, a~- Lk:,,) it is sufbcient

to find expressions for the moments of U and D(a, a f Lk:,,) separately.

Now we use the fact that the distribution function of the undershoot is approxi-

mately equal to the stationary residual lifetime distribution with respect to FD, when

Q~ Cond(D), (see Tijms (1994, p.14)). For a positive random variable X with finite

moments IEX, IEX2, and where cX represents the coefficient of variation of X, Cond(X)

6



is defined as

?CX~iX If CX ~ 1;

Cond(X) - IEX if 0.2 G cX C 1;

Z~X IEX if 0 G cX G 0.2.

Then using results from renewal theory gives

IEU -

]~ii U2 ti

IEDZ
21ED'
]ED3
31ED ~

The first two moments of D(a, Q~- Lk:n) are given by the well-known results

(5)

(6)

(7)

IED(a, o f Lk:n) - IEN(a, o-F Lk:n)IED, (8)

IED2(a, a f Lk:n) - IEN(a, a t Lk:n)o2(D) f IEN2(a, a-F Lk:n)(1ED)2, (9)

where N(v, o-F Lk:n) denute~ the numher of customer arrivals during (a, a I Lk:n). Recall,

that a is an order epoch. Hence, a customer arrived at epoch a. Therefore we can use the

following asymptotic expressions (see, for example, Cox (1962))

ÍFiLk:n } l~iA2 - 1 (10)
]EN(Q, O -~ Lk:n) -

IEA 21EA

IEL2 21EA2 3
IENZ(a, O-~ Lk:n) -(~,Á~2 t IE'iLk:n~ (IFiA)3 - IFiA~

3(IEAz)2 21EA3 31EA2
~ 2(IEA)' - 3(]EA)3 - 2(IEA)2 ~ 1 (11)

These asymptotic relations hold for k- 1, ..., n only when IP(Lk;n C A) is small. In case

this probability is larger than say 0.001, we propose a Gamma approximation presented

by 5meitink and Dekker (1990) to compute the first two moments of the renewal function.

What remains to compute are the moments of the order statistics Lk:n. Using an

analogous approach as is described in Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991, p.44), enable us to

compute IELk ,, for m E IN, and k- 1, ..., n, in case G is ME distributed.

Summarizing, to compute values for the expressions (1) and (2) for given values of s,

Q, and n, we have to go through the following three steps

. Compute the moments of the order statistics IELk,~ for m E{1, 2} and k- 1, ... , n.

. Compute the first two moments of U and D(o, a f Lk:n) for k- 1, ..., n, by using

relations ( 6) to (11).

7



Table 1: basic setting parameters for the experiments

n ~.D Cp ~if~ Cq ~L CL Q P3,target

1 5 2 IED~S 2 5 1Ó 50 0.50
2 10 1 1 10 z 100 0.99
3 2 2 1 250
5
10

. Cornpute Pz(s, Q, n) and P3(s, Q, n) by fitting ME distributions on D(o, o t Lk:n)
and D(o, o t Lk:,,) -~ U(k - 1, ..., n), and using relations (1) and (2) respectively.

As been argued in the introduction, the service level contraint can be used to determine

the reorder point s for given values of Q and n. The appropriate value uf s can be fi,ur~d

by solving P;(s, Q, n) - P,,target. 5ince 0 C P;(s, Q, n) G 1 and is increasing in s, the roots

of the P, (s, Q, n) - P;,tnrget can be found simply by using a local search algorithm (see, for

example Press et al.(1992)).

4 Numerical results

In this section we validate the quality of the algorithm described in the previous section

for computing PZ(s, Q, n) and P3(s, Q, n) by discrete event simulation. The numerical

experiments are performed for a wide range of parameter values. The input values of the

system parameters are given in Table 1. Each of the 3240 experiments consist of 10 sub-

runs of 100.000 time units (exclusive 1 initialisation run). The demands, customer arrivals

and lead times are drawn from ME distributions. For given values of n, Q and Pa,tnrget

the reorder point s' was determined by solving P3(s, Q, n) - P3,tnrget. The output of the

simulation experiment are values for the service measures under consideration, denoted by

P2,,;,,, and P3,,i,,, respectively, and the fraction of the partial deliveries that crossed any

partial deliveries of previous placed replenishment orders, denoted by X,;m.

In Table 3 we summarized the results of these experiments. Each line in Table 3

represents 180 simulation experiments, and we calculated the mean absolute deviation of

Ps,tnrgee and P3,,;,,, and the mean absolute deviation of P2(s', Q, n) (denoted by P2,cnrget)

and Pz,,;m.

8



Table 2: The absolute deviations of the values of PZ and P3 computed by the algorithm

and simulation.

Q P3,target CL IP3,target - P3siml IP2,target - P2siml Xsim

50 0.50 0.3 0.0143 0.0085 0.4889
50 0.99 0.3 0.0037 0.0047 0.4892
100 0.50 0.3 0.0032 0.0024 0.1446
100 0.99 0.3 0.0022 0.0022 0.1447
250 0.50 0.3 0.0013 0.0011 0.0048
250 0.99 0.3 0.0011 0.0008 0.0047
50 0.50 0.5 0.0331 0.0257 0.5376
50 0.99 0.5 0.0064 0.0084 0.5374

100 0.50 0.5 0.0072 0.0055 0.1987

100 0.99 0.5 0.0039 0.0043 0.1987
250 0.50 0.5 0.0015 0.0016 0.0085
250 0.99 0.5 0.0015 0.0010 0.008:,
50 0.50 1.0 0.1307 0.0949 0.5878

50 0.99 1.0 0.0096 0.0118 0.5878
100 0.50 1.0 0.0422 0.0319 0.3094
100 0.99 1.0 0.0085 0.0098 0.3091
250 0.50 1.0 0.0032 0.0031 0.037 ï ~
250 0.99 1.0 0.0053 0.0027 0.03 ï ~

9



From these experiments we can conclude the following about the quality of the expres-

sions for the performance measures computed by the proposed algorithm in this section:

. For the situations in which Q - 100 or Q - 250, the proposed algorithm performs

very good in all cases that are considered. Both ~P3,iar9e~ - P3,,;m~ and ~P2 - P2,,;m~

are small, even for high coefficients of variation.

. For the situations where Q- 50 and cL - 1, we see discrepancies between the target

and achieved P3 service level. The explanation for this deviation ís that a large

fraction of partial deliveries does cross (up to 58Q1o). When this occurs we need to

reconsider the determination of the moments ]E(Lkzn)m, which are now determined

by realisations of lead times of partial deliveries from several replenishment cycles.

These results point out that the proposed algorithm performs very well. However we have

to be carefiil in situations where crossing of orders indeed occurs.

In addition to the previous numerical validation we compared our results with results

frorn Chiang and Benton (1994) to check the performance of our algorithm under different

model assumptions. Chiang and Benton (1994) considered an (s, Q) inventory model with

two suppliers, shifted exponentially distributed Lead times, and normally distributed de-

mand. Chiang and Chiang (1996) and Chiang and Benton (1994) are the only two articles

that consider the Pz service measure. But in both papers the undershoot of the reorder level

at ordering epochs is neglected and double-counting is allowed of shortages just before two

subsequent partial deliveries. Hence, when there remains a shortage just after the arrival of

a partial delivery, this shortage is counted twice. It is easy to see that double-counting can

lead to negative service levels. In the computational experiments of Chiang and Benton

(1994) they consider normally distributed demand per day with mean 50 units~day and

variance 10 units~day, and shifted-exponential lead times with mean 8 and variance equal

to 4. To make a fair comparison we used the same first two moments for our models, i.e.

IEA - 1, cA - O, IED - 50, cp - 0.2, IEL - 8, and c~ - 0.5. We simulated the model

under the conditions of Chiang and Benton, that is with shifted-exponential lead times

and normally distributed demand, and compared the results in Table 3.

The examples considered in Chiang and Benton (1994) are for very high service levels

and for rather stable demand processes. Then neglecting the undershoot and double-

counting have no impact on the calculated reorder level, which is reflected by the good

results in Table 3. In spite of the difference in the model assumption and the simulated

distribution functions our method did perform very well. In case we simulated lead times

10



Table 3: A comparison of results from Chiang and Benton (CB) with our model (JK)

Q P2,target S P3sim

1350 0.9952 (CB) 531 0.9953 (f 0.0009)
(JK) 521 0.9950 (f 0.0009)

1600 0.9954 (CB) 493 0.9956 (f 0.0005)
(JK) 504 0.9960 (f 0.0005)

2050 0.9956 (CB) 455 0.9956 (f 0.0008)
(JK) 482 0.9970 (f 0.0007)

2850 0.9959 (CB) 422 0.9959 (f 0.0008)
(JK) 456 0.9971 (f 0.0007)

from a ME distributinn the model presented in this paper performs slightly better than

the results of Chiang and Benton.

5 Conclusions and future research

In this paper an (s, Q) inventory model is presented with order splitting, where the demand

is modelled as a compound renewal process, and lead times of the suppliers are independent

and identically distributed random variables. We derived expressions for performance

measures which are often used in practice, namely the fill rate, and the fraction of the time

that the physical stock is positive.

When shortage cost are hard to specify, a service level constraint can be used to deter-

mine the reorder point s. Based only on the first two moments of the underlying demand

and lead time process, an algorithm is derived to compute s by solving P;(s, Q, n) - Pi,targeh

The algorithm turns out to perform very good for situations in which the number of order

crossings was not too high.

Although the performance measures are derived for non-identically distributed lead

times of suppliers, the algorithm is only developed for identically distributed lead times.

When a fast algorithm is available for computing the order statistics of non-identically

distributed random variables, the key-formulas (1) and (2) can be applied in a similar way.
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Appendix 1: Proof of relation (2)

Define T(.x) as the expected total time that the physical stock is positive, in case the

physical stock level on epoch 0 equals x(x ~ 0), there are no outstanding replenishment

orders, and time epoch 0 is an arrival rnoment of a customer. Let M be the renewal

flmction associated with Fo, then by definition

T(x) - IEA M(x) (A.1.1)

Analogously, we define T(x) as the expected tota] time that the physical stock is positive,

in case the physical stock level on epoch 0 equals x(x ~ 0), there are no outstanding

replenishment orders, and time epoch 0 is an atbitrary moment in time. Let A be the

arrival time of the first customer after zero. By conditioning on the first arriving customer

after time epoch 0, results into

T(x) - (IE.9 - ~A) f IEAM(x)

Lemma A.1.1.

Let M be the renewal function associated with

distribution of D, then

(M ~ U)(x) - IED

(A.1.2)

FD, and let U the equilibrium excess

(A.1.3)
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Proof:
Let FD(y) be the Laplace transform of FD, thus FD(y) - of e-yzdFo(x). Since U(y) -

(1 - FD(y))~(yIED) and M(y) - 1~(1 - FD(y)), it follows that the Laplace transform of

the convolution equals 1~(ylED). Hence, taking the inverse Laplace transform of 1~(ylEX)

yields (M ~ U)(x) - x~7ED. ~

Now, consider the k-th sub-cycle (k E{1, ..., n}). The expected physical stock at the

beginning of the k-th sub-cycle (just after the replenishment arrived) is equal (Ik)t, whereas

the expected physical stock at the end of the k-th sub-cycle (just before the replenishment

arrives) is equal to (Ik)t. Then it is easy to see that the the expected time that the physical

stock is positive during the k-th sub-cycle is given by IET((Ik)t) - IET((Ik)t). By using

relation (A.1.2), Lemma A.1.1., and by conditioning on Ik, we find

9 t k-~ 4

IFiT((Ik)}) - I T(s-f k-1Q-x)dFn~o,otL.-~,,)tu(x)
n

0
sfk-'Q

(lEÁ - IEA) f dFD~o,o~Lk-,:,,)}u(x)
0

sfk-1Qs-Fkn~Q-x

t IEA f f d(M ~ U)(y)dFDlo,otLk-,,,)(x)
0 0

IEAIE((Ik f U)t)
(IEÁ - ]EA)IP(Ik ~ 0) f ~D ,

and for IET((Ik)t) an analogue expression can be detived. Finally using that the length

of a replenishment cycle equals ~, and summing up the expected time the net stock is

positive during the n sub-cycles, yields

P3(S, Q, n) -
IED ~

~~T((Ik)}) - IET((Ik)})~
Q~A k-i

1 z 1 IED ~ IP(Ik ~ 0) - 1F'(Ik ~ 0)
2~(~A ~ ) Qk-1

~ IE(Í,e., f U)} - IFi(Ík ~ U)t
f Q

k-1

~

(A.1.4)
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